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The Daily Iowan has arranged for an exclusive round of publicity for the William-Moran prize fight in New York tonight. The service will be furnished today following the Iowa City business houses.

SHAKESPEAREAN PAGEANTS

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PROGRESS FOR TENACIOUSLY MADE EVERYDAY

All-of-a-Sudden Peggy

She also BASEBALL STARTS SOON

MANUFACTURE ALL DYES IN AMERICA

She plans a dance for

TIONAL Inc.

TOM MARTIN .......... Tom Martin

Dean Wilcox

All-of-a-Sudden Peggy

WILLARD-MORAN FIGHT

The Hawkeye Bindings Are Here and on Display at Townsend's Studio. Look at Them Before Subscribing

Who Is The Ideal Iowa Girl? Your Vote Helps Decide This

Make your selection from printed list shown by solicitor

Campaign Starts Monday, March 27

WONDER WHAT LOOKS WILL DO

Because they failed to end their party of Saturday night, March 18, midnight, the Kappa Sigma fraternity will be permitted to give no more round of publicity for the William-Moran prize fight in New York tonight.

The consecutive round of the hours of the Thursday evening, a suggestion was made to clarify the "Kappa Sigma" rule to be followed until the close of the present academic year the printing of any entertainment or party notice in the name of young women would be avoided.

Dean Wilson is unfamiliar for the printed statement that any violation of the condition now imposed on the part of the William-Moran fraternity will result in infliction of a more severe penalty.

MANUFACTURE ALL DYES IN AMERICA

American chemists have the training, knowledge of manufacturing and the equipment to make all the dyes industry of proportions a reality, and to take care of the domestic demand. This in the opinion which was expressed by W. Page Stiles, president of the chemical department of the university of Iowa, at a meeting of the American dyes industry union yesterday prior to the departure of the committee for the factory meeting of the American dyes industry union yesterday.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES AS AN ACQUISITION FACTOR

During the recent debates on the single tax, political students advanced the argument that we should attempt to get a body of technical knowledge that will from the basis of a robust

While it is admitted that educational institutions are founded primarily on this fact, and that the technical knowledge, must, remain where it if means nothing else, we do not that this is the object of a university.

A body of technical knowledge can be obtained in an office by an apprenticeship. It may be by much business college or through a correspondence school. True, the equipment and men of note who are employed make the university a level better quali­fied in much than those other institutions, but this is not the primary distinction between them. The university has, in addition, the power to cultivate the student's knowledge to the society which this, and make him better able to put that knowledge to the use of society.

The person who pays only a body of technical knowledge out of the college work is an unusual man; he is a trained machine. To keep a man forced to make a wide range him a body of technical knowledge in the middle of a university. You have often seen the student who leaves the university a skilled worker, but who finds the solutions not to pass the same subject. His society than his own, refused to attempt to gain the point of view; one can see no beauty in his meditations, or in the beauty of nature about him. Every man turned out by a university is a descendant to our country, but every man required a body of technical rules as the object of his being is more.

An important, certainly not the only one—is developing the student, the univer­sity the best kind of an education; is that of students, men, or student life. From mingling in these activities he becomes acquainted with other men, their ideals and their ambitions. In athletics he sees the nerve and courage so necessary in that necessary in the games of life. From the dramatic performances he acquires a taste for the artistic. From the publications he learns to watch the life of society as expressed in the current press. These things enable him to find more ready for his own place in the complete affairs about him.

This is why student activities are of assistance.

O. N. Klingaman of the extension division will lecture on "A Cooperative Power of Iowans" at Algona, March 29.

All-of-a-Sudden Peggy
Engler March 29

If You Want to Teach
next year, you can secure a position through the Midland Schools Teach­ers' Agency, of Des Moines, Iowa, or places where he is the best the Mississippi only when any other agency and its terms are the most liberal offered. It covers the entire territory west of the Mississippi river, except California, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas.

For one dollar you receive an enrollment, a year's subscription to the Midland Schools and an Iowa high school teachers' directory, showing the names of all Iowa high school teachers with sub­jects taught and salaries received. Any one of these is well worth the price.

Arrangements have been made with Mr. Baldwin, publisher of the Daily Iowan, by which you can secure blunks and enroll directly through him. This will save you some trouble and expense.

Your announcement on this line or write directly to G. R. Scroggins, Des Moines, Iowa.

If you want to know how to get your clothes cleaned in good shape just write Iowa Cleaning Company
Iowa Wheat Company
We do cleaning, pressing, and all kinds of alterations on ladies' and men's clothing.
Phone Block 1002
224 E. Washington St.

SABINS' EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE, INC.

The Largest Agency West of Chicago. We cover the Entire WEST AND ALASKA. Write immediately for free circular.

BOISE, IDAHO

The Opera Confectionary
For Candies, Ice Cream and Soft Drinks

Saturday, March 25
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Mahanna and Ogle
4-Piece Orchestra

Whiting's Pharmacy
on Dubuque St.
A 3 Act Fantasy

“PRUNELLA”

By The Pandean Players

STARRING

Jean Richards as

“Prunella”

Harry Raymond as

“Pierrot”

Engler Theatre, April 5th

For the Party or Reception

Something

Easily served, nourishing, delicious

Mousses
Ices
Sherbets
Punches
Ice Cream

Made from Pasteurized Cream

Phone 217

SWMELL’S

For Your Photographs

NEWBERGS STUDIO

KELLEY

The Reliable Cleaner

Odorless
Dry Cleaning

Our superior methods of odorless dry cleaning and careful pressing enable us to return your garments guaranteed against leaving the slightest odor of the process.

It’s a remarkable feeling, to know that your clothes are just as fresh when they have been dry cleaned and pressed.

Phone 17 and we will call for work

There’s Ultra Satisfaction in Kelly’s Dry Cleaning and Pressing

I Put the “POP” in Popcorn

Jas. Mavrias
128 E. Wash.

4330 West of the Entire City

I PUT THE POP IN POPCORN

MALTED STERN

Popcorn

ORLICK’S
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DAY & NIGHT
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1. "A Little Bird Told Me" that if I aspire to edge in with the lordly bunch who sprinkle salt on the tail of Opportunity and spear Success on the wing, it was up to me to soak up a surplus of the gimp and gumption that's tucked away in

**Tuxedo**

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

The first thing you'll notice about Tuxedo is the rich, mellow-sweet Burley flavor. And the best thing about it is the on-your-toes snap, and brisk, bracing quality that will make you feel like the tip of a spear. Originaledi.

**Tuxedo -**

"Tux" will smoke out that tobacco-hunger as no other tobacco can, and you can smoke piperful after piperful with lips puckered, pipes aglow. If you try it, you'll agree. The original Tuxedo Process removes excess of bitterness and "bite." Get a tin of "Tux" and try it for yourself.

**YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE!**

Conveniently Priced in 5's - 
5c
10c
25c

Get from your local tobacconist.

**THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY**

2. **All-of-a-Sudden Peggy**
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JOHN YORK, D. D. S.

PO Box 122

Davenport, Ia.

We Can Save You Money on that Sigma Xi or Phi Beta Kappa Key

John Hands & Son

Jewelers - 109 E. Washington St.
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**PRINCEDO TODAY**

The Beautiful MARGUERITE COURTOUT in

"The Dead Alive"

A beautifully spectacular tale of twin sisters in which Mrs. Courtout plays both girls, one the beautiful wife of a millionaire, the other a beauty of the stage in the clutches of an international crook.

A De Luxe Master Picture

"TRY TO GET IN"